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Food Choice: Should the Government Be at the Head of the Table?

*Was the government to prescribe to us our medicine and diet, our bodies would be in such keeping as our souls are now.*

— Thomas Jefferson

I. Introduction: Too Much Crying over Sold Milk

A year-long sting operation in Pennsylvania, complete with undercover identities, culminated in a pre-dawn raid one spring morning in 2010. Federal agents investigated the man selling illicit substances by placing orders for such items under assumed names. In order to protect human health and safety, the federal authorities decided the man had to be stopped. The contraband in question? Raw milk. The perpetrator? Amish dairy farmer Daniel Allgyer, who had illegally provided raw milk to willing consumers across interstate lines.

In June of the same year, but on the other side of the country, Los Angeles police officers busted down the doors of Rawesome Foods, an organic health food store, with guns drawn. Officers seized raw milk, unpasteurized cheese, and other groceries. James Stewart, the operator of Rawesome Foods, was arrested in August 2011 after authorities had investigated him for a year regarding the alleged sale of raw food products without proper permitting and licenses. Similar to the investigation of Allgyer, authorities posed as customers of the store.

In perhaps the strangest of all the raids thus far, Nevada Southern Health District officials crashed a “farm-to-table” dinner party by destroying the
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food that the patrons had come to enjoy—with bleach.\footnote{J. Patrick Coolican, Farm-to-Table Event Turns Sour When Health Inspector Crashes Party, LAS VEGAS SUN, Nov. 12, 2011, http://www.lasvessun.com/news/2011/nov/12/farm-table-event-turns-sour-when-inspector-crashe/}{11} Farm owners Laura and Monte Bledsoe had marketed their farm-to-table event within their local community.\footnote{Id.}{12} After being informed by the Health District that their event was “public,” the hosts attempted to comply with regulations by obtaining a special use permit.\footnote{Id.}{13} Officials arrived on the night of the party and offered no solution except to destroy the food.\footnote{Id.}{14} Among the stated problems with the organic food, which was produced and prepared on the farm, was a lack of the following: labeling, USDA certification for some meat, and receipts for the food.\footnote{Id.}{15}

These requirements seem irrational, considering that the appeal of the event was that the food was grown on a farm, picked from the ground, and then prepared on-site.\footnote{Id.}{16} Labeling, packaging, receipts, and certification would have created unnecessary burdens. However, the state officials claimed they had no choice but to enforce those requirements “[u]ntil the law is changed.”\footnote{Id.}{17} In some states, even more patently irrational regulatory behavior has occurred. Police in Oregon, Georgia, Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania have shut down lemonade stands operated by young children without small-business permits.\footnote{Erin Rooney Doland, Is Your Child’s Lemonade Stand Against the Law?, HUFFINGTON POST, Aug. 16, 2013, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/women-co/lemonade-stand_b_1753057.html}{18} Police in Missouri thwarted Girl Scouts’ efforts to sell their famous cookies from their own front yard.\footnote{Id.}{19}

So, why the crackdown on Amish farmers, organic food providers, and Girl Scouts? When it comes to the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) stance concerning Amish farmers and their production of raw milk, “it is the FDA’s position that raw milk should never be consumed.”\footnote{Dinan, supra note 2 (quoting Tamara N. Ward, an FDA spokeswoman).}{20} The FDA seemingly will take all means necessary to enforce this position. In recent litigation, the FDA has expanded the paternalistic position that the agency knows what is best for citizens to consume. In a brief filed in the Northern District of Iowa, the FDA went so far as to declare that citizens possess no
fundamental right to choose what they eat. The pressing question: Is the FDA right? Or rather, would the United States Supreme Court agree with this stance?

This Comment discusses whether a fundamental right to be free from governmental intrusion into food choices exists within the penumbral rights established by the Supreme Court. It then continues to discuss whether pervasive federal and state food regulation impermissibly infringes on that right. In analyzing these issues, Part II provides a history of the evolution of food regulation in the United States. Part III explains the Supreme Court’s reasoning in establishing unenumerated fundamental rights through a penumbra analysis and explores the various rights the Court holds fundamental within the right to privacy. Part IV discusses the FDA’s position concerning a fundamental right to food choice and gives a broad overview of the federal food regulatory scheme. Next, Part V explores law enforcement authority under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938. Part VI then surveys a sample of state regulatory regimes. Part VII addresses trends in government paternalism and the FDA’s paternalistic policy, along with food safety concerns in the current regulatory environment. Part VIII reflects on the drawbacks and future implications of establishing a fundamental right to food choice. Finally, Part IX discusses the different constitutional tests employed by the Supreme Court, determines the appropriate test for food choice, and applies that constitutional test. This Comment will ultimately illustrate why the right to choose which foods one consumes is fundamental within the penumbral rights recognized by the Supreme Court. Therefore, strict scrutiny should be applied when courts adjudicate any governmental infringement on that right.

II. A Helping of Public Protection with a Side of Increased Regulatory Authority

The Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906 (1906 Act) was the first national effort to regulate food. The 1906 Act represented a distinct departure from historical resistance to passing such legislation. It was the first federal
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regulation “to address simultaneously product adulteration, production, distribution, and marketing of food, beverages, and drugs.”24 As the United States and its industries grew, operating a business nationally came with increasing difficulty because of disparate regulations among states and the disconnect between state and federal regulations.25 Consumers became aware that domestic food producers sold adulterated products at high prices.26 At the same time, foreign products became strong competitors in the domestic market as consumer concerns about food safety rose.27 Regulations required foreign products to meet higher standards for export than domestic standards.28 Industry executives finally stopped attempts to block regulations at every turn, as they had been doing for decades, because they saw the positive implications of federal regulation: uniformity, consumer confidence, and regained competitiveness of products.29 Even with their acquiescence, however, the 1906 Act was only minimally effective, as in 1911 the Supreme Court dealt the Act a crushing blow in United States v. Johnson.30

The Johnson Court interpreted the 1906 Act’s prohibition of any “statement which shall be misleading in any particular,” to apply only to false statements about the ingredients of the food, not its other qualities.31 Congress amended the 1906 Act to repair the damage done by this decision, but consumers remained unaware of how little protection the legislation afforded them.32 The drafting committee reassembled in 1933 to revise the 1906 Act and quickly realized that a new act was necessary.33 The new goal was to afford the consumer more complete protection.34

The purpose of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act of 1938 was in part to “protect the public health by ensuring that foods are safe, wholesome,
sanitary, and properly labeled.”

The Act afforded greater police and regulatory power to the FDA. In addition, the Act gave FDA regulations “the force and effect of law,” lessening the burden on the government in a case against a food manufacturer that violated regulations. In order to protect consumer health, the Act created fixed tolerance levels for certain adulterations in food (e.g., lead or arsenic used in pesticides) at levels much lower than were common at the time. The Act directly improved the food supply by decreasing the alarmingly high food adulteration levels, but the regulatory power given to the FDA made it possible to bypass the legislative process in promulgating rules that have the far-reaching impact of law.

As the FDA’s position in recent litigation demonstrates, the FDA has now adopted a “government-knows-best” mentality regarding consumer health. This triggers discussion concerning the present regulations regarding raw milk, as well as other licensing and permitting required by the FDA and state regulatory schemes. How can the FDA declare that foods containing insect fragments, rodent filth, and larvae have only “aesthetic” defect, but declare raw milk so dangerous as to ban all raw milk in interstate commerce?

In 2011, Congress enacted new federal legislation to regulate food, the Food Safety Modernization Act (Modernization Act). This represents the most significant change in food safety law since the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. The Modernization Act increased FDA power to access records relating to foods that may cause serious adverse health consequences or death in humans or animals. Now, the FDA possesses unparalleled police power to search homes and businesses. The apparent purpose of the Modernization Act was to focus on the prevention of foodborne illness by increasing regulatory oversight. Regulations now demand
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that hazards be evaluated at every step in certain food manufacturing processes,\(^{45}\) because apparently the federal government’s position is that a breakdown at any point could cause widespread illness. Thus, the Modernization Act represents an alarming trend in giving the FDA increasing power to regulate the cultivation and consumption of food.

### III. Fundamental Rights: Basic Ingredients in Constitutional Protection

#### A. “Negative Rights” Theory: The Founders Baked It into the Constitution

Supreme Court constitutional jurisprudence consistently relies on the concept that the Constitution protects negative rights, rather than conferring positive ones.\(^ {46}\) For purposes of this Comment’s analysis, the phrase negative rights refers to the rights of an individual to be free from the interference of another person (or the government). Historically, this has been the view of the majority of federal courts.\(^ {47}\) The Supreme Court has refused to hold that the Fourteenth Amendment imposes an obligation on the government to protect individuals from third parties.\(^ {48}\) In *DeShaney v. Winnebago County Department of Social Services*, the Court decided that a state government had no affirmative duty to protect a child from his abusive father.\(^ {49}\) The Court’s strong stance can be seen in *Cruzan v. Director, Missouri Department of Health* as well as *DeShaney*.\(^ {50}\) Although federal and state governments have historically offered certain government services, the Court has routinely denied claims that the government must provide basic services, such as “decent housing, public education, medical care, and welfare assistance.”\(^ {51}\) The view that the Constitution protects negative rights can be explained as follows: if a person suffers a loss not attributable to government action, then the party cannot seek relief from the government.\(^ {52}\)


\(^{47}\) See Jackson v. City of Joliet, 715 F.2d 1200, 1203 (7th Cir. 1989).


\(^{49}\) Id.


\(^{52}\) Id. at 754.
but also imposes an obligation to refrain from interfering with citizens’ rights.\textsuperscript{53} If the Constitution provides only for protection \textit{from} government action, rather than a requirement \textit{for} government action, then the government has no duty to correct any problems it did not cause.\textsuperscript{54}

Framing the issue in \textit{DeShaney} differently could have produced a different result.\textsuperscript{55} The Court framed the plaintiff-child’s claim not as negligence on the part of the agency, but rather as asserting an affirmative right of the child to government protection from private violence.\textsuperscript{56} Those who favor a positive rights view rely on the logical premise that there is no real distinction between action that creates a problem and inaction that allows the problem to be created.\textsuperscript{57} In the context of food regulation, a positive rights theorist would reason that if the state or local government does not regulate (or improperly regulates) food and an outbreak of food-borne illness occurs, the government should be liable to the individuals that contracted the illness because inaction essentially caused the problem.\textsuperscript{58} In contrast, negative rights proponents would view the government involvement in food regulation as an interference with citizens’ health choices.\textsuperscript{59} Under that perspective, it logically follows that the government has no liability for allowing citizens to make food choices completely within their personal discretion.

A positive rights theory of government could seriously inhibit personal freedoms, even those as basic as food choices. For the last few decades some constitutional scholars have proposed that citizens should have a “right to minimum subsistence”;\textsuperscript{60} however, finding that such a right exists imposes a moral duty on the government to provide it.\textsuperscript{61} Erwin Chemerinsky goes even further by suggesting that the Supreme Court should declare a constitutional “right to minimum government services.”\textsuperscript{62} The extent to which the government may need to go in order satisfy such a right places a nearly insurmountable fiscal and judicial burden on state and
federal resources. Moreover, providing for such a right raises a myriad of issues. How does a court determine what level of basic necessities are needed for adequate subsistence? Does that include medical care, education, and child care? When litigation regarding a violation of the right floods the federal courts, will the courts be engaged in decision making that is best left for the executive and legislative branches? Finally, more money to provide government entitlements inevitably requires increased taxes and obligations on the rest of the population, which is rarely a politically popular scenario.

Instead, establishing food choice as a fundamental right fits with the negative rights theory. The negative rights theory of government lends support to establishing a fundamental right to food choice because of the logical consequences of a positive rights theory of government. The right to minimum subsistence would likely be interpreted to include the positive right to certain amounts and types of food. The federal government would have to provide citizens with that minimum standard. This necessarily requires increased government regulation of food and the food supply, which contradicts establishing food choice as a fundamental right. Therefore, the right properly falls within the penumbral right to be free from government interference in one’s private life and health choices.

B. The Penumbra Analysis: One Part Constitutional Amendments, Two Parts Common Sense

The nation’s founders recognized in the Declaration of Independence that God endowed all mankind with “certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness.” Some of those rights were enumerated in the amendments to the Constitution as originally ratified. But, more importantly, all other powers not delegated to the United States were left to the States and to the people. In the Federalist Papers, James Madison wrote that the powers given to the federal
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government by the Constitution are “few and defined. Those which are to remain in the State governments are numerous and indefinite.”

“Inalienable” is defined as that which is “[n]ot transferrable or assignable,” meaning something cannot be taken or given away. It seems a simple concept that there are certain rights that no one can take away. The difficulty lies in determining which rights are actually inalienable and which are merely vested—rights bestowed upon citizens by their government, not God. The Supreme Court has established certain rights as “fundamental,” thereby making them more difficult to entirely remove from citizens, but not impossible. This is as close as the Court has come to recognizing that certain rights cannot be taken or given away. After all, the government may legally take a citizen’s life in certain circumstances.

The Constitution protects those rights “implicit in the concept of ordered liberty,” in addition to those rights that are specifically guaranteed to all Americans by the constitutional text. Those unenumerated rights for which “neither liberty nor justice would exist if they were sacrificed,” are also deemed fundamental in nature. The Court has described fundamental rights’ scope using the term “penumbras,” or the emanations from rights described in the Constitution’s text. Enumerated rights are not limited solely to their text, but reach out beyond it to encompass rights incidental to the express right. These rights do not function as isolated pinpricks of liberty, but rather they as points on a continuum.

The Court views several, but not all, amendments as containing penumbras. The First Amendment grants the implicit right to conduct activities associated with the enumerated rights. For example, the Court
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recognizes penumbral rights to marry and raise a family. The Third Amendment implicitly grants the right to privacy by stopping soldiers (or other government law enforcement agents) from invading and quartering in one’s home. The Fourth and Fifth Amendments protect against all governmental invasions “of the sanctity of a man’s home and the privacies of life.” The Ninth Amendment states that “[t]he enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.” The enumerated and implicit guarantees that the Court has deemed fundamental cannot be used as an exclusive list, denying other rights.

Moreover, the Court regards penumbral rights as so fundamental that it has chosen to incorporate many of them against the states. Thus, the right to privacy is incorporated against the states through the Fourteenth Amendment in Palko v. Connecticut. The Court expanded protection of citizens’ constitutional immunities because they were “implicit in the concept of ordered liberty.”

The fundamental role that food plays in health is readily illustrated by the familiar phrase “you are what you eat.” The phrase originates from an early nineteenth century gastronome and epicurean, Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin. The use of this adage for centuries demonstrates the long-standing societal and cultural understanding that food consumption has a direct link to health. The penumbral rights recognized by the Court extend to certain health choices and the right to bodily integrity. The right to food choice should fall within these rights.

79. See Pierce, 268 U.S. at 534-35 (recognizing penumbral right “of parents and guardians to direct the upbringing and education of children under their control”); Meyer, 262 U.S. at 399 (recognizing the right to “marry, establish a home, and bring up children”).
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C. The Right to Privacy Soufflé with a Right to Privacy and Bodily Integrity Center

The right to be free from governmental intrusion has formed the basis of a right to make certain health choices without governmental input.87 The most notable of these cases is Roe v. Wade.88 In that case, the Court struck down a Texas statute making it a crime to “procure” an abortion.89 Justice Stewart recognized “the right of the individual, married or single, to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the decision whether to bear or beget a child.”90 Accordingly, a woman’s right to choose whether to terminate a pregnancy may not be impermissibly infringed by the government.91 The Court has also acknowledged that the Fourteenth Amendment provides a freedom from interference with bodily integrity.92 Recognizing this right, the Court in Casey also addressed state regulation and prevention of abortion, establishing the “undue burden” test for determining whether the government has impermissibly infringed upon a woman’s right to choose to terminate her pregnancy.93

Individuals likewise have the right to make their own choices regarding medical treatment. For instance, the Court in Cruzan upheld the right to refuse lifesaving nutrition and hydration.94 The Court reasoned that dying is a part of life, which is characteristically within the home and thus protected by the right to privacy.95 Justice Stevens, though dissenting, even pointed out that “[t]he sanctity, and individual privacy, of the human body is obviously fundamental to liberty.”96 The government’s forcible physical intrusion into one’s body is another such intrusion that violates the right to bodily integrity. The state may not even force a mentally ill prisoner to receive medical treatment unless his mental illness poses a significant
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threat.\textsuperscript{97} It is a serious invasion of a person’s liberty to have medicine forcibly injected into her body.\textsuperscript{98}

Thus, the right to bodily integrity has been recognized insofar as an individual has the right to be free from government intrusion in decisions regarding termination of pregnancy, the decision to refuse life sustaining nutrition and hydration, and the decision to refuse certain types of medications. If the “sanctity . . . of the human body is obviously fundamental to liberty,”\textsuperscript{99} it does not seem rational that the government has complete discretion to regulate what individuals can or cannot put into their bodies. The FDA’s position that “[t]here is [n]o [g]eneralized [r]ight to [b]ody or [p]hysical [h]ealth” appears contrary to the Court’s statements that those choices pertaining to bodily integrity are protected by the right to privacy.\textsuperscript{100} The right to cause one’s own death by refusing to consume anything at all is fundamental. Then, does it not follow that conversely the right to eat what one chooses is fundamental?

One factor the Supreme Court has considered in determining whether a right is “fundamental” under the Constitution is whether the right is “deeply rooted in this Nation’s history and tradition” such that the framers would have contemplated it when drafting the Constitution.\textsuperscript{101} Rights that have been considered “deeply rooted” include the rights to travel, vote, marry, procreate, choose abortion, enjoy private education, use contraception, and live with relatives.\textsuperscript{102} The Court has defined “deeply rooted” in several ways:

- “[B]ased on moral principles deeply embedded in the traditions and feelings of our people as to be deemed fundamental to a civilized society as conceived by our whole history . . . .”\textsuperscript{103}
- “[C]omport[ing] with the deepest notions of what is fair and right and just . . . .”\textsuperscript{104}

\textsuperscript{98} Id. at 229.
\textsuperscript{99} Cruzan, 497 U.S. at 342 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
\textsuperscript{100} Brief in Support, supra note 21, at 26.
\textsuperscript{102} See 16A AM. JUR. 2D Constitutional Law § 609 (2014) (collecting cases).
\textsuperscript{104} Id.
“[S]o rooted in the traditions and conscience of our people as to be ranked as fundamental . . . .”

“[T]hose privileges long recognized at common law as essential to the orderly pursuit of happiness by free men . . . .”

“[R]epresenting the very essence of a scheme of ordered liberty . . . .”

These varying interpretations of “deeply rooted” simply serve to guide the Court’s analysis as it determines the fundamental nature of certain rights. The Court often frames its analysis against the backdrop of which rights would have been contemplated at the time of the Constitution’s ratification in 1789.

The determination of whether the individual right to food choice is fundamental depends, in part, on whether that right is deeply rooted under the Supreme Court’s framework for analysis. The FDA maintains that there is “no ‘deeply rooted’ historical tradition of unfettered access to food of all kinds.” However, widespread regulation in the United States limiting access to food only began in the early twentieth century as a byproduct of widespread food contamination. Those who historically studied food and agriculture recognized its direct link to health long before government food regulation took root. Perhaps the right has been understood to be so essential that there was no need to specifically enumerate it as a right.

IV. The FDA’s Position That It’s the Only Cook in the Kitchen

The “inherent danger” of raw milk is the foundation of the FDA’s staunch policy against raw milk in interstate commerce. Ultimately, this position, combined with Supreme Court Commerce Clause jurisprudence,
could lead to shocking outcomes. Unfortunately, the ban on raw milk is only the first drop in the bucket.

A. Pushing Raw Milk Regulations Until the Cows Come Home

From the FDA’s recent raids of raw milk farmers and retailers grew a crop of cases challenging the constitutionality of the federal and state raw milk regulations. However, litigation over raw milk bans occurred as early as 1983. In *Carbaugh v. Solem*, the Virginia Supreme Court determined that a “herd share,” which was set-up by a producer of raw goat’s milk, violated the state’s ban on its sale.\(^\text{113}\) In an effort to take the sale of her milk outside the purview of state regulation, the farmer had a leasing arrangement whereby members leased the goats and were entitled to milk.\(^\text{114}\) However, her attempt was unsuccessful.\(^\text{115}\) Although such resistance to raw milk regulation has now existed for over thirty years, the litigation over the regulations has increased dramatically since the raids on Amish farmers and organic grocers.

In 2010, the New York Court of Appeals held that a similar agreement was “purposely designed to avoid cash sales of dairy products in an attempt to circumvent” state law.\(^\text{116}\) The court maintained that private association members were “consumers” although they held shares in a farm and were entitled to receive raw milk as a dividend, instead of buying raw milk in separate transactions.\(^\text{117}\) In the case against Daniel Allgyer, the aforementioned Amish farmer, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania chastised the farmer’s herd share arrangement as “merely a subterfuge to create a transaction disguised as a sale of raw milk to consumers.”\(^\text{118}\) Courts have also upheld raw milk bans on the basis that private contracts are within the scope of the state’s police power.\(^\text{119}\)


\(^{114}\) *Id*.

\(^{115}\) *Id*.


\(^{117}\) *Id* at 1268-70.


In the above cases, the government prevailed pre-trial on either motions for summary judgment or motions to dismiss. It would follow, then, that the lower courts have largely agreed with the government’s position that there is no fundamental right to food choice. The FDA clearly stated this position in a recent case in the Northern District of Iowa, writing in its brief to dismiss the case, “Plaintiffs’ assertion of a ‘fundamental right to their own bodily and physical health, which includes what foods they do and do not choose to consume for themselves and their families’ is similarly unavailing because plaintiffs do not have a fundamental right to obtain any food they wish.” This demonstrates that the FDA truly maintains that “[t]here is [n]o [g]eneralized [r]ight to [b]odily or [p]hysical [h]ealth.”

When a Minnesota jury recently confronted the question, the case came out in the raw milk distributor’s favor. A Minnesota man was acquitted in September 2012 on “three misdemeanor counts of distributing unpasteurized milk, operating without a food handler’s license and handling adulterated food.” Public backlash from raw milk cases caused the Wisconsin legislature to respond by introducing a bill to exempt certain dairy farms from raw milk regulations. A bill was also introduced to lift the federal ban on interstate sales of raw milk in the U.S. House of Representatives. Additionally, an amendment was proposed to Senate Farm Bill 3240 that would lift the ban.

Although the Supreme Court has never explicitly recognized that citizens have a right to eat foods of their choice, several Supreme Court justices have implied the right. Former Justice William O. Douglas suggested that the Ninth Amendment’s protection of unenumerated rights includes within it “one’s taste for food . . . [which] is certainly fundamental in our constitutional scheme—a scheme designed to keep government off the
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backs of people.”  Justice Douglas is not alone in mentioning the right to food choice. According to Justice Stephen Field, the right “to seek and procure food . . . is an element of that freedom which every American citizen claims as his birthright.”  Field does not go so far as to recognize a fundamental right to unfettered food choice; however, he distinguishes between food regulation and food bans. A scholar discussing Field’s stance called regulation a “reasonable exercise of state police power,” but stated that complete bans of certain foods are unconstitutional. In a dissent, Justice Antonin Scalia recently suggested in dissent as an analogy for the protection of abortion rights, that the Court may preserve the “right to eat,” without officially declaring a right to starve.

The comments made by these justices suggest that lower courts’ categorical denial of a right to food choice may not receive unanimous support at the Supreme Court. By distinguishing food regulation and food bans, the Court may be able to reach a decision which satisfies both the FDA and private citizens. It may be difficult to distinguish the two because many food regulations may be so pervasive that they effectively amount to a food ban. To actually protect the right of citizens to choose any particular food, the Court must consider the effect of food regulations on the availability of food, not simply the facial validity of such regulations.

B. FDA Regulation of Raw Milk and Natural Foods: What’s on the Menu

The regulatory scheme is too vast and individual provisions are too numerous to recount exhaustively; however, in keeping with the theme of food choice as it applies to raw milk and organic foods, this Comment will address specific provisions. The provision banning sales of raw milk reads:

No person shall cause to be delivered into interstate commerce or shall sell, otherwise distribute, or hold for sale or other distribution after shipment in interstate commerce any milk or milk product in final package form for direct human consumption unless the product has been pasteurized or is made

131. Id.
from dairy ingredients (milk or milk products) that have all been pasteurized, except where alternative procedures to pasteurization are provided for by regulation . . . .133

The Federal Register notification accompanying the final rule included the following finding: “Raw milk, no matter how carefully produced, may be unsafe.”134 This statement has become the federal government’s refrain to support the proposition that raw milk is inherently dangerous.

The Federal Government also regulates other forms of “organic” and “natural” foods through the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA).135 The USDA regulates the process of food production, rather than distribution.136 In order for their foods to be certified USDA Organic, agricultural food producers must meet a host of statutorily imposed standards.137 Producers wishing to be certified organic must submit an “organic plan” outlining plans for soil fertility, spreading of manure, livestock (if applicable), handling of crops, and management of wild crops, ensuring that the procedures are consistent with the organic certification process.138 To be certified organic, foods must: (1) “have been produced and handled without the use of synthetic chemicals”; (2) “not be produced on land to which any prohibited substances, including synthetic chemicals, have been applied during the 3 years immediately preceding the harvest of the agricultural products”; and, (3) “be produced and handled in compliance with an organic plan agreed to by the producer and handler of such product and the certifying agent.”139

The standards seem stringent, but they actually afford great discretion to USDA officials to agree to whatever organic plan they deem fit. The statutory scheme also contains an exemption for processed foods.140 The Secretary may permit those processed foods with as little as 50% organic ingredients to be labeled organic.141 Critics have voiced concern that the standards are not sufficiently stringent and have permitted the food to be

133. 21 C.F.R. § 1240.61(a) (2009).
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adulterated with non-organic substances.  

Studies have also indicated that the USDA certified organic foods have no significant health benefits compared to, and are not significantly safer than, foods produced through a non-organic agricultural process.  

The superficially strict organic standards seem strange in light of these studies. Penalties for violating the Organic Certification procedures include a fine of up to $10,000. The image of apparent enforcement may simply be an attempt to satisfy an increasing number of citizens who care to know the ingredients and makeup of what they eat.

C. FDA Regulation Could Legally Reach onto Every Individual’s Plate

The FDA maintains its position that raw milk should never be consumed, but also claims that “with respect to the interstate sale and distribution of raw milk, the FDA has never taken, nor does it intend to take, enforcement action against an individual who purchased and transported raw milk across state lines solely for his or her own personal consumption.” A simple statement of benevolent intent cannot automatically bestow constitutionality on a government regulation. The fact remains that the FDA may have the power to regulate personal consumption of raw milk, or any food, under the Wickard v. Filburn aggregation principle. Simply stating that the FDA will not exercise the power does not suddenly make it disappear.

Two landmark constitutional cases address federal government regulation of personal, at-home consumption. The first case, Wickard, concerns wheat. The aggregation principle was born in 1942, when the Supreme Court handed down the decision in Wickard, holding that the federal government could regulate personal production of wheat pursuant to the Commerce Clause. The Court reasoned that the regulation was valid because in growing wheat for on-farm consumption, Mr. Filburn, the farmer, reduced the amount of other grain he would purchase on the open

148. 317 U.S. 111.
149. Id. at 127-29.
During the Great Depression, this would in the aggregate have a devastating effect on the fragile local economy. Mr. Filburn did not intend to sell the wheat he cultivated, so the Court relied on its aggregate effect on interstate commerce to permit the federal government to place limits on his production. In other words, if every farmer produced excess wheat and fed all their families with that wheat instead of purchasing feed on the open market, interstate commerce would be greatly affected. That scenario seemed a rather unlikely one, but the outcome may have been the right one considering the Great Depression and the federal government’s perspective that pervasive regulation of all industries was necessary to temper the effect of a failing economy on citizens.

The second personal consumption case stirs up the issue of marijuana consumption. The aggregation principle has also been used to justify federal government regulation in this context. Gonzalez v. Raich, decided in 2005, upheld the federal government’s authority to regulate personal consumption of marijuana, even when legal under state law for medicinal purposes. The Court relied on the Wickard aggregation principle in its analysis, reasoning that the two cases were similar. The Court analogized the cultivation of wheat to that of marijuana by defining both as “fungible commodit[ies] for which there is an established . . . interstate market.” The statute upheld in Wickard was the Agricultural Adjustment Act, which was designed to avoid wheat surpluses in interstate commerce. The Court likened that purpose “to control [of] supply and demand of controlled substances in both lawful and unlawful drug markets.” In both cases, leaving the product in question “outside the regulatory scheme would have a substantial influence on price and market conditions.” The Court found this reasoning to be the rational basis upon which government regulation rested.
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Even with the inclusion of the word “substantial” in the standard for government action, Wickard and Gonzalez demonstrate that the government has a relatively low burden to bear in order to meet the test. The government need not prove an individual’s actions have a substantial effect on interstate commerce, but only that the action falls within a “class of activities” that have a substantial effect on interstate commerce in the aggregate.\(^\text{162}\) It would appear that, in light of Wickard, no outer boundary exists for food regulation. Mr. Filburn had no intention of participating in commerce, much less interstate commerce, but the Supreme Court authorized the government to regulate his personal wheat production. Wickard remains good law in an age where household food production is only a tiny fraction of what it once was. A modern connection between interstate commerce and producing or consuming raw milk solely within the confines of one’s own farm would be tenuous at best.

The FDA has an admittedly important interest in promoting public health and safety. In fact, that interest probably stands as one of the most important government responsibilities. And should the FDA ever decide to exercise its Commerce Clause power over personal household consumption of foods, it seems consumption of any food could be regulated. This could lead to shocking outcomes. The federal government might reach into individuals’ homes and control activity without regard to the right to privacy. This could lead to government monitoring of not only the foods that are available for consumption, but also which foods are actually being consumed, and by whom. This could extend to government mandated diet plans. After all, it is widely known that it is not “healthy” to be overweight.\(^\text{163}\) And it would promote public health if the federal government required a 1200 calorie per day diet for every citizen.\(^\text{164}\) Of course, it seems absurd to extrapolate to that degree, but the power remains in the hands of the federal government until the issue comes before the Supreme Court.

\(^{162}\) Id. at 17.  
\(^{164}\) Food regulation in schools presents a situation similar to this one. While not within the scope of this Comment, school lunch programs are designed to ensure that schools provide children an adequate level of nutrition while the children are at school. See 7 C.F.R. §§ 210, 220 (2013).
V. Authority to Enforce Regulations: Too Much Confiscating over Spilled Milk

With such extreme outcomes being a lurking possibility, the federal government’s authority to take action pursuant to food regulations becomes important. The United States Code prohibits acts not in conformity with the FDA regulations, including selling, distributing, or manufacturing adulterated food.\footnote{21 U.S.C. § 331 (2012).} Federal law also prohibits mislabeling food.\footnote{Id.} The Surgeon General has the authority to enforce regulations as he deems necessary in order to “prevent the introduction, transmission, or spread of communicable diseases . . . from one State or possession into any other State or possession.”\footnote{42 U.S.C. § 264(a) (2012).} This includes “inspection, fumigation, disinfection, sanitation, pest extermination, destruction of animals or articles found to be so infected or contaminated as to be sources of dangerous infection to human beings, and other measures, as in his judgment may be necessary.”\footnote{Id.} But the law does not provide for the detention of individuals “except for the purpose of preventing the introduction, transmission, or spread of such communicable diseases as may be specified from time to time in Executive orders of the President.”\footnote{Id. § 264(b).}

The Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act gives the federal government unparalleled authority to search and arrest.\footnote{See 21 U.S.C. § 334.} The Act furnishes the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services with the power to conduct investigations through FDA officers and employees.\footnote{Id. § 372(a)(1).} Any FDA officer or employee is authorized to carry firearms and execute and serve search and arrest warrants.\footnote{Id. § 372(e)(1)-(2).} Under certain circumstances, those officers or employees can seize food (and drugs or cosmetics) without a warrant or hearing.\footnote{Id. § 372(e)(5).} If an employee has reasonable grounds to believe an item may be subject to seizure, the employee can institute seizure proceedings without a warrant.\footnote{Id. § 372(e)(5).} However, the statutory grant of power leaves ambiguous the “reasonable grounds” requirement for seizure.

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{21 U.S.C. § 331 (2012).}
\item \footnote{Id.}
\item \footnote{42 U.S.C. § 264(a) (2012).}
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\item \footnote{Id. § 264(b).}
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The FDA Investigations Operations Manual summarizes agents’ statutory authority in conducting investigations and seizing property. The manual states that officers or agents may enter and inspect “at reasonable times, within reasonable limits, and in a reasonable manner, establishments or vehicles being used to process, hold or transport food.” The manual further states that “reasonable” is not statutorily defined, but that the FDA maintains that it means actions that are “reasonably necessary to achieve the objective of the inspection.” As of the 2002 passage of the “Bioterrorism Act,” FDA officers and employees have the authority to search and seize food records if the Secretary has a reasonable belief that an article of food poses a threat to human health and the records are “necessary to assist” the Secretary in making a determination. The manual indicates that the “FDA plans to carry out its authority to inspect all records . . . upon presentation of appropriate credentials and a written notice at reasonable times, within reasonable limits, and [in] a reasonable manner.” In sum, the statutes and regulations governing FDA actions afford great discretion in allowing agents to determine what is “reasonable” under the regulations.

The seizure process is in rem, so a suit is brought against the goods themselves. In the civil suit, the FDA’s burden of proof is the typical preponderance of the evidence. The FDA also has the statutory authority to impose criminal penalties against individuals pursuant to section 333 of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. Courts have long afforded great discretion to the FDA in making the decision to criminally prosecute individuals. That discretion is bolstered by the judicial interpretation of
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the FDCA as pre-empting any private enforcement actions of regulatory violations.\textsuperscript{185} The FDA holds complete discretion to investigate and prosecute for regulatory violations.\textsuperscript{186}

In 2012, a bill\textsuperscript{187} was introduced in the United States Senate to place stricter limits on the FDA’s power and discretion to search and seize under the Food and Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act,\textsuperscript{188} the proposed successor to the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. Although it failed to pass, the proposed amendment sought to prohibit FDA employees from carrying firearms and making arrests without warrants.\textsuperscript{189} Additionally, it seriously limited the FDA’s law enforcement power.\textsuperscript{190} More importantly, it may have prevented incidents like the raids on Allgyer, the Amish farmer, and the owners of organic food cooperatives. However, only fifteen senators voted against tabling the amendment and putting off the vote until a later date.\textsuperscript{191}

The regulatory scheme under which the FDA operates today affords individual agents a large amount of discretion. Although the FDA does not currently have the statutory authority to prosecute individuals for consuming raw milk, or any other type of food for that matter, prosecuting raw milk production and sale infringes the right of potential purchasers to choose to consume it.

\textit{VI. State Regulation of Raw Milk: Separating the Cream from the Crop}

Federal regulations only ban the sale of raw milk in \textit{interstate} commerce, but \textit{intrastate} regulations are left up to the individual states. Forty states
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\textsuperscript{191.} See 158 CONG. REC. S3562 (2012).
allow the sale of raw milk with varying degrees of regulation. 192 Fifteen states prohibit retail sales and only allow raw milk sales from farms directly to consumers. 193 Eleven states, including California, permit retail sales. 194 Eight states permit “herd shares,” agreements whereby consumers lease cows and a farmer produces the milk. 195 Four states have no laws regarding herd shares, indicating they are presumably legal until their respective legislatures or judiciaries take action prohibiting such arrangements. 196 Six different states provide an interesting loophole by permitting the sale of raw milk as “pet food.” 197 Washington, D.C. and the remaining seventeen states have banned raw milk sales altogether. 198 Inconsistent state regulation makes for a multi-faceted analysis, but California regulations consistently rise to the top of the bucket as the regulatory gold standard in various contexts. To illustrate the range of various state regulations, the following sections discuss regulations recently passed in California and New York.

A. California’s Model Provides the Grade A Standard for Regulation

Many look to California as the leading state in organic food certification and regulation. 199 California necessarily must be first in the nation in food regulation because “California’s agricultural output is so massive that its value dwarfs that of all but about a half-dozen countries in the world.” 200 California currently allows the intrastate sale of raw milk but requires warning labels. 201 However, the regulatory tide in California may be changing. 202 In 2007, the California government promulgated stricter regulations for bacteria levels found in milk. 203 A year later, then-Governor Schwarzenegger vetoed a bill that would have lessened the regulatory
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burden on raw milk producers by establishing different and presumably more lenient standards for bacteria levels found in raw milk versus pasteurized milk. Increasing scrutiny on raw milk, exemplified by this veto, came after four children who drank raw milk became ill, though the illness was never traced to the milk. Although an estimated 100,000 people in the state drink raw milk every week, restrictions continue to tighten.

Stricter regulations in California will likely lead to stricter regulations in competing states across the country. Not only is California the flagship state for food production, but competing political candidates in other jurisdictions seeking to appease voters will not want to appear lagging in food safety regulation. For example, in 1970, the federal government passed nationwide automobile emissions standards, but allowed only California to create stricter standards. Then, twenty years later, the federal government chose to follow the stricter California emissions standards. The same pattern may be followed with food regulation and restriction of individual consumption.

B. New York Tightens Citizens’ Belts

The so-called food crackdown has increased nationwide in recent years. In 2011, New York City became the first American city to require full calorie disclosure on restaurant menus. The regulation in its originally drafted form was not constitutionally sound and went through many iterations before it passed. A complaint was quickly filed in federal court challenging the constitutional validity of the regulation on First
Amendment and preemption grounds. The district court found the regulation to be preempted by federal law. This ruling prompted the city to re-work the regulation. During the second suit, neither argument was successful and the district court found in favor of the City, upholding the regulation. The Second Circuit affirmed on appeal. Both courts found unavailing the First Amendment argument, which advocated for a stricter standard of scrutiny for menu labeling, and adopted the rational basis review. The case did not reach the Supreme Court.

A law such as the New York labeling law does not necessarily imperil an individual’s right to choose which foods he consumes because such laws simply promote education to inform food choices. However, regulation requiring more than mere labeling may tread on unconstitutional waters. Laws that go beyond mere information disclosure are much more likely to infringe upon individual constitutional rights. Three New York City active initiatives prove worrisome: first, New York City was the first to pass a trans fat ban; second, New York City “recently commenced a sodium reduction campaign” that spread nationwide; and third, New York City advanced “its newest initiative banning the use of food stamps to purchase sugary drinks.” These “health initiatives” come perilously close to directing what citizens can eat by limiting the possible range of choices. The New York City initiatives certainly trend in that direction, but the nationwide movement toward increased food regulation, catalyzed by the New York regulation of food, is more troubling.
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VII. Outcomes When the Government Chooses What’s on the Menu

A. Public Choice Architecture: Catching More Flies with Honey

The New York regulatory scheme attempts to help citizens make those choices that policymakers think are healthier for them. Some advocate for this kind of new paternalism that promotes the government making health choices on behalf of its citizens. The concept of this extensive government architecture of citizens’ food choices is called a “nudge.”

The authors of *Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness*, call the concept “libertarian paternalism.” Citizens are free to choose, but government policy defines the universe of choices. The New York regulations requiring publication of nutrition facts could be considered a nudge. Proponents of this theory suggest their concept promotes freedom of choice, and the New York policies seem to support this goal by promoting educated food choices. However, the nudge theory promoted by the authors goes far beyond the boundaries of the New York food labeling laws. Their expansive form of libertarian paternalism requires that private and public choice architects “attempt[] to move people in directions that will make their lives better.” And under this regime, the government decides what “better” means.

Under the theory, complete bans on certain foods are not nudges, but placing fruit (instead of candy) in the impulse basket at the store is. Thus, the complete ban on sale and distribution of raw milk is not a nudge. In fact, it is hard to imagine a nudge that would satisfy the traditional theory of libertarian paternalism. As it stands, the FDA is not nudging citizens; it is completely banning certain food options. The FDA maintains its position that it promulgates regulations solely for the purpose of protecting citizens’ health and safety.

These regulatory limits on foods allowed to circulate in interstate commerce do prevent corporate food distributors from selling contaminated food to consumers. This certainly was necessary at the inception of food
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regulation in the early twentieth century.232 The paternalistic approach to food regulation is not as necessary in the internet age where consumers have access to a wealth of information regarding food and instantaneous reviews regarding food products. Even the paternalistic approach has somewhat manipulative aspects. The nudge theory inevitably requires there to be someone nudging (i.e., the policymaker, the choice architect). This could be seen not as simply guiding a person’s choices, but altogether eliminating them.233 A principle problem lies in the presumption that a mysterious appointed policymaker would understand the peoples’ desires more keenly than the people would themselves.234 The idea that a distant person sets up a certain universe of choices, designed to ultimately lead citizens to choose a certain outcome, seems more manipulative and controlling than a ban on certain foods. The nudge theory would vastly diminish transparency of the way government policy makers decide to regulate food and other aspects of citizens’ lives.

Outside of the food-choice context, the nudge theory has been tested in other countries and reportedly “works.”235 British government officials created a special government unit to run trials employing the nudge theory.236 In one trial, the Department of Revenue and Customs sent letters to 140,000 people stressing that paying taxes on time was a social norm and that 90% of British people pay taxes on time.237 These letters increased the response rate and could help the Department of Revenue and Customs collect £160 million more in tax revenue.238 One city council saved £240,000 by simply changing the tone of its tax letters.239 The obvious purpose behind the trials in Great Britain was to increase revenue, and none of the trials changed the manner in which food was regulated or presented to consumers. However, the same approach could be employed regarding food, or really any aspect of life the government seeks to change. The problem with the nudge theory is the blatant lack of government
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accountability to the people because the entire point of the process is that those being “nudged” are unaware that their choices are being influenced.

While the constitutionality of the nudge theory is an entirely different issue, the fact remains that federal and state governments are doing far more than nudging. They have made choices on behalf of Americans regarding what they should or should not consume for nutrition, without their consent. The ever-increasing FDA regulation has not created a perfect, adulteration free food supply. At least some of the increased quality of food products over the last century is undoubtedly the result of government oversight. That oversight should not go away, as the health and safety of American citizens demands at least some degree of food safety guidelines. But perhaps the complete ban of certain foods, the ability to seize food from those interested in the qualities the government forbids, and arresting citizens without warrants, have taken food regulation to the point of impermissibly infringing on individuals’ right to choose what they put into their own bodies.

B. The FDA Says Mother Doesn’t Know Best: The Road to the Raw Milk Ban

The FDA asserts that a person has no fundamental right to have access to the certain foods and also no fundamental “generalized right to bodily or physical health.” However, even if such a right exists, the FDA contends that its regulations would not impermissibly infringe on that right because they promote physical health. In fact, the FDA was ordered to promulgate a rule banning the sale of raw milk in interstate commerce because not promulgating the rule was held to be “arbitrary and capricious.”

In 1984, two major non-profit organizations petitioned the Secretary of Health and Human Services to ban all interstate sales of raw milk. This came more than ten years after the FDA began investigating the health and safety of raw milk. The FDA finally concluded that “a federal ban would not be the most effective or appropriate means of dealing with the health
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problems posed by unpasteurized milk and milk products." The District Court ordered the Secretary of Health and Human Services to promulgate such a regulation after the Secretary refused to engage in rulemaking in the face of years of proceedings and inquiries. The FDA has long relied on a study by the Center for Disease Control, conducted between 1974 and 1982 during the initial determination process of whether to ban raw milk, as justification for shutting down farmers and producers of raw milk. The study found that outbreaks of two serious illnesses were caused by raw milk and there was no conceivable way to safely label raw milk to warn of the dangers.

However, the health benefits of raw milk have been lauded to alleviate ailments from asthma to autism. The GABRIELA study, conducted in rural regions of Germany, Austria, and Switzerland on over 8000 school-aged children, demonstrated a correlation between raw milk consumption and reduction of asthma and allergy related symptoms. Raw milk consumption has also been promoted through the recent local food movement. Many people want to eat whole, raw foods because they believe the food to be more nutritious in its pre-processed form.

Not only does raw milk have health benefits, but pasteurized milk may have negative effects on health. Pasteurized milk can also cause outbreaks of illness. In comparing outbreaks of illness from 1998 to today, pasteurized milk caused a comparable number of illnesses. Differing scientific studies may be cause for reevaluation of the ban on raw milk.
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C. FDA-Approved Foods Linked to Disease: Citizens Put GMOs on the Chopping Block

The FDA’s promotion of other foods linked to disease seems inconsistent with its ban on raw milk. The FDA considers some foods linked to disease to be perfectly safe for human consumption, but perhaps this is because raw milk causes immediate symptoms and illnesses from other foods are slow-growing. 257 Foods made from genetically modified organisms (GMOs) make up about 80% of processed foods available in the grocery store, according to the Grocery Manufacturers Association. 258 GMO foods are produced and widely distributed by Monsanto, one of the largest seed producers in the United States. 259

Legislation regarding mandatory labeling of GMO foods has been proposed but has yet to be successful. 260 Despite their harmful health effects, the U.S. Senate voted against a bill that would require labeling of GMO foods. 261 California voters petitioned the state to require labeling of GMO foods in Proposition 37 as part of their 2012 state questions. 262 If passed, the legislation would have required all genetically engineered foods to be labeled, as well as banned the labeling of GMO foods as “natural.” 263 The proposed requirement had far-reaching implications, which may be
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why companies like Monsanto (one of the largest producers of GMO foods) spent millions of dollars fighting it.²⁶⁴ Because other states and the federal government tend to look to California as a model for regulatory standards, the effects of an approved proposition could have spread nationwide.²⁶⁵ The labeling requirement seems similar to that requiring calorie disclosure in New York, but the opposition in California seems much steeper. The proposition did not pass in California, but some hope remains that it will again be on the ballot in the next election cycle,²⁶⁶ particularly because the proposition only failed by 6%.²⁶⁷

The FDA similarly permits other toxic foods to be sold in interstate commerce. Mercury levels in fish have also long been of concern. It is nearly impossible to purchase fish that does not contain mercury.²⁶⁸ Mercury consumption can damage organs and lead to learning disabilities in children.²⁶⁹ Processed foods, available at every turn in the supermarket, have also been linked to disease. A British study of nearly 7000 pancreatic cancer cases found that for every fifty-gram serving of processed meat consumed, or about one link of sausage, the likelihood of contracting pancreatic cancer increased 19%.²⁷⁰ High fructose corn syrup, found in a wide variety of processed foods, has been linked to obesity.²⁷¹ Some studies have even suggested that high fructose corn syrup has addictive properties.²⁷²
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Other countries see no need to regulate food consumption as extensively as the United States. In France, raw milk is sold in vending machines. The sale, however, has strict licensing requirements. Though refrigeration of eggs is required in the United States, there is no legal requirement to refrigerate farm eggs in the United Kingdom. Differing international policies concerning food regulation demonstrate that strict bans on certain foods may be unnecessary. Raw milk’s widespread availability in France illustrates an understanding that it may have positive properties, or at least implies the government’s acquiescence to citizens choosing for themselves.

The foregoing discussion of the health risks of food currently available in the U.S. market is not meant to promote further food regulation. On the contrary, it is intended to demonstrate inconsistencies in the pattern of regulation. The ban on raw milk seems strange in light of diseases caused by so many other foods available on the market. Citizens are free to consume foods that contribute to obesity and cancer. Citizens have the right to make health choices that negatively impact health, as demonstrated in cases like *Cruzan*, because individuals possess a right to be free from governmental intrusion concerning their bodies. If an individual wants to consume raw milk, knowing the dangers, then he will necessarily suffer the consequences just as a person eating only processed foods may eventually be diagnosed with cancer. The raw milk ban and proposed New York ban on the sale of sugary drinks seem more like government distrust of consumers’ ability to make their own educated food choice decisions. No person would support government enforced diet plans, but the current regulatory environment may provide authority for the federal government to achieve such absurd results.
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VIII. The Smell of Fundamental Rights in the Kitchen May Waft Through the Rest of the House

Recognizing the fundamental right to consume whatever one desires may have broader implications than just ingestion of food. If people have the right to consume whatever foods they want, do they then possess the general right to consume anything they wish to consume? The health choice argument has often been raised in cases involving drug use, especially marijuana.

State courts have systematically declared that there is no fundamental right to smoke marijuana.\(^{278}\) The U.S. Supreme Court has held that the right to privacy protected by the federal Constitution does not extend to the use of marijuana in the home.\(^{279}\) The right to pursue health has also been held not to encompass a right to use marijuana.\(^{280}\) “In pursuing one’s health, an individual has a fundamental right to obtain and reject medical treatment. But, this right does not extend to give a patient a fundamental right to use any drug, regardless of its legality.”\(^{281}\) The Montana Supreme Court held that regulation of marijuana as a medication falls within the government’s interest in protecting public health.\(^{282}\)

The analogy can be drawn that because a person has a fundamental right to consume a food that may be harmful to his body, he should have the fundamental right to consume drugs that are harmful to him. However, such a suggestion lacks merit because the Supreme Court could easily narrow the scope of a holding recognizing the fundamental right to food choice to apply only to foods, not other consumable substances. Marijuana and other hallucinogenic drugs impair the ability to absorb and retain information, affect short term memory and verbal skills, and have a depressant effect on
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the body. These conditions have effects on people other than the one consuming the substance, the typical example being traffic accidents caused by slow reaction time. This is not so with consumption of foods. Consuming the illegal substance, raw milk, makes a person no more likely to run into another car than consuming the legal substance, such as processed lunch meat. While the argument exists, it is not a strong one for denying citizens the right to consume the foods they wish to consume without government intrusion.

**IX. The Constitutional Test**

**A. Supreme Court Constitutional Rights Analyses: Recipe for Confusion**

But even if Americans consider their choice to consume the foods they choose to be a fundamental right, will the Court agree? In evaluating whether government action has violated a constitutional right, the Supreme Court employs various tests and analyses. If the right to choose what one consumes is deemed a fundamental right by the Supreme Court, the Court must decide which framework is appropriate to analyze government action that infringes on the right.

The first indication that state actions could be categorized and analyzed under differing levels of judicial scrutiny appeared in *United States v. Carolene Products Co.*’s now infamous footnote 4. The case also concerned the extent to which the government food regulation involved was an appropriate exercise of Commerce Clause power. The Court stated that legislation regulating “ordinary commercial transactions” is presumed constitutional unless there is no “rational basis within the knowledge and experience of legislators.” Footnote 4 is a note to this statement, indicating that the Court may more closely scrutinize government action, and forego the presumption of its constitutionality, if the individual interest is constitutionally substantial. The federal regulation at issue in the case prohibited the sale across interstate lines of “filled milk,” a milk compounded with oil or fat. The Court reasoned that evidence “of the
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danger to the public health from the general consumption of foods which have been stripped of elements essential to the maintenance of health” provided a rational basis upon which to pass the legislation. 289 The difference between Carolene Products and the state of food regulation today lies in the extensive regulation of foods that have not been stripped of nutritive elements at all. Raw milk is a “whole food” free from processing or adulteration, yet federal, and many state, governments ban it. 290 The reasoning in Carolene Products cannot support such action.

The rational basis test affords great deference to the legislature by requiring only that state action be rationally related to a legitimate government purpose. 291 This is a low hurdle for state to overcome; the Court has explained that “if there is any reasonably conceivable state of facts that could provide a rational basis,” a law passes the rational basis test. 292 The rational basis test should not be used when the challenged law risks infringing upon constitutional liberties. 293 Therefore, the rational basis test is the incorrect test to analyze issues arising from food regulation that may impermissibly infringe on citizens’ rights to choose their diets.

A modified form of the rational basis test has sometimes been used in the context of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 294 In those contexts, the Court analyzes issues using “rational basis with bite” for laws creating classifications based on length of residency (i.e., in a right to travel context), 295 mental disability, 296 and most recently sexual orientation. 297 Though the Court states it employs the rational basis test in these contexts, it strikes down laws that would have been upheld under a
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traditional rational basis test. When applying this test, “the Court looked more closely at the relationship of the classification to achieving the state’s goal: it did not accept every goal proffered by the state.” The analysis used is more akin to intermediate scrutiny. However, rational basis with bite is not the appropriate test for food regulation because the laws that the test has invalidated clearly created quasi-suspect classifications.

Intermediate scrutiny has been used by the Court to analyze issues arising from classification based on gender and illegitimacy. To meet intermediate scrutiny, the government must demonstrate that the challenged law furthers an important government interest in a way that is substantially related to that interest. First Amendment jurisprudence also applies intermediate scrutiny to content-neutral expressions. In First Amendment cases, intermediate scrutiny is met if the government action “furthers an important or substantial governmental interest; if the governmental interest is unrelated to the suppression of free expression; and if the incidental restriction on alleged First Amendment freedoms is no greater than is essential to the furtherance of that interest.” Because recognizing a right to choose what one eats is rooted in a penumbral analysis, intermediate scrutiny may be applicable if the Court does not apply strict scrutiny.

Courts apply strict scrutiny when a state or federal law jeopardizes a fundamental constitutional right, uses a suspect classification, or is a content-based regulation of speech. To meet this highest burden of all the constitutional tests, the government must demonstrate a compelling government interest to which the law is narrowly tailored, or is the least restrictive means for achieving that interest. When an individual’s core constitutional interests are at risk, the government may only act against those interests in the most pressing circumstances. For this reason, the
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government interest must be compelling. If a court finds the government’s interest compelling, the court then “test[s] the sincerity of the government’s claimed objective” by determining whether the law is narrowly tailored. For a law to be narrowly tailored it must inhibit no more activity than necessary to achieve the stated compelling interest. The Court has also phrased this to require that the government employ the “least restrictive means” to achieving the goal. If food choice is established by the Court as a fundamental right, then strict scrutiny should be applied in analyzing cases where state governments or the federal government have regulated food to the point that impedes an individual’s right to eat her food of choice.

If recognized as a right protected in any capacity by the Constitution, the Court will likely analyze food regulations under some form of a heightened scrutiny standard. In other words, something more than rational basis applies. Recalling the above discussion of establishing a fundamental right through a penumbra analysis, the Court often applies heightened scrutiny when a penumbral right is found. One important exception may be found in \textit{Casey}, in which the plurality opinion replaced the strict scrutiny used in \textit{Roe} with an “undue burden” test. A law places an “undue burden” on a woman when “a state regulation has the purpose or effect of placing a substantial obstacle in the path of a woman seeking an abortion.” The Court’s decision to move away from strict scrutiny in this context centered on the “recognition of the State’s ‘important and legitimate interest[s] in preserving and protecting the health of the pregnant woman [and] in protecting the potentiality of human life.’” Though not as immediate and compelling a justification, the government’s interest in public health and safety could also be seen by the Court as important enough to merit a
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heightened scrutiny standard such as the undue burden analysis when examining whether a regulation infringes on the right to food choice.

Without much guidance from the Court concerning which test may be applied in the food regulation context, the difficulty lies in predicting which test the Court will choose to analyze such claims.

B. Applying the Constitutional Test: State and Federal Regulation Means Too Many Cooks in the Kitchen

Assuming the Court finds a penumbral right to food choice and therefore applies strict scrutiny, the state and federal food regulations banning raw milk would likely be struck down as unconstitutional. The ban on raw milk provides a test case. Federal regulation prohibits all sale and distribution of milk in interstate commerce unless the product has been pasteurized. To pass constitutional muster, this regulation must further a compelling government interest in a narrowly tailored way such that it is the least restrictive means of furthering that interest. The government’s stated interest is in protecting the public health. Members of the Court have stated in dicta that public health may be a compelling justification for certain government action. However, that interest was not compelling enough to ban certain religious practices. Additionally, the possibly compelling government interest in health does not justify infringing on the right to a mother’s privacy in choosing to abort a fetus. The bulk of the analysis, therefore, lies within the determination of whether the regulation is narrowly tailored, or the least restrictive means of protecting the public health.

On its face, a total ban of raw milk in interstate commerce is not narrowly tailored. In fact, it appears to be the most restrictive means of protecting public health from milk-borne illness. The Court must consider whether viable alternatives exist to the action taken. They do. Labeling is a clear alternative to banning the milk altogether. Because some consumers wish to make the informed decision to drink raw milk, labeling is an appropriate alternative to a ban. The FDA could also restrict sales to permit
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only farm-to-consumer transactions, in other words prohibiting retail sales
where labeling would be required. This alternative solves the problem of
the unwitting consumer coming across a bottle of raw milk and consuming
it without first knowing the risks. But the FDA suggests that children and
the elderly may not fully appreciate a label. 322 The FDA seemingly glosses
over the fact that it deems labels a perfectly suitable alternative to an
outright ban in other contexts, including the sale of cigarettes, household
cleaning products, and over-the-counter medication.

The ban on raw milk sales is not the least restrictive means to protect
public health and prevent disease. As exemplified by state regulatory
schemes, raw milk can be regulated to promote health and safety without
completely banning its sale. For example, perhaps the strictest state
regulation permitting raw milk sales for human consumption—short of a
ban—allows sales only directly from farms to consumers. 323 Tennessee is
one such state, permitting raw milk to be sold for human consumption
under a herd share. 324 In New Mexico, where all retail sales are not
restricted, no raw milk related illnesses were reported between 2006 and
2011. 325 The only unpasteurized dairy products that caused illness were
blue and gouda cheeses. 326 This illustrates that regulations, instead of bans,
may promote a low level of illness while allowing citizens to consume raw
milk. Therefore, the FDA regulations fail strict scrutiny.

Intermediate or heightened scrutiny will allow for more regulation but
will also deem many regulations unconstitutional. Though intermediate
scrutiny takes various forms, its hallmark is that the government interest is
important and the law furthers the interest in a way that is substantially
related to the interest. 327 First Amendment cases have also phrased the
second prong as requiring that the law regulate no more activity than is
essential to the furtherance of the important interest. 328 More laws are
upheld under intermediate scrutiny than strict scrutiny. Using the raw milk
regulation again for an example, the interest in protecting the public health
has certainly been recognized as important.
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The basic question is whether the regulation furthers the interest in a way that is substantially related to that interest, or captures more activity than is “essential” to furthering that interest. Because an outright ban captures all activity, aside from intrastate sales of raw milk, it would seem to capture more activity than essential; however, the intermediate scrutiny analysis does not inherently require consideration of alternatives. The ban on raw milk would likely meet the second prong of intermediate scrutiny if it only requires that the law further the important interest in a way substantially related to the interest. Presumably this means that capturing a “substantial” amount of activity would satisfy the test. The capture of all activity is certainly substantial. If the second prong is defined in terms of the amount of activity captured, the regulation likely fails the second prong of the test.

The various forms of heightened scrutiny could yield differing results. The Court may analyze the infringement of the right to food choice using a test similar to the undue burden test in *Casey*, as the right to bodily integrity is also encompassed as a penumbra of the right to privacy. A ban on interstate raw milk sales could be found to place a substantial obstacle in the path of a person attempting to consume raw milk, but it seems trivial to compare choosing what one eats to the decision to obtain an abortion. Under any test more stringent than rational basis, many regulations will likely fail. Because the FDA currently has sweeping regulatory power, little consideration has been given to how much activity is captured by a regulation or reflection on the obstacles a regulation places in the way of a person’s access to the foods they wish to eat.

**X. Conclusion**

The right of a person to choose what food she consumes should be considered fundamental as falling within the right to privacy and the right to be free from government intrusion into one’s health decisions. Individuals’ food choices directly affect health outcomes. Because it is clear in Supreme Court jurisprudence, and to common sense, that health choices should be left to the individual, so too should food choice. However, it is highly unlikely that the Supreme Court will completely eliminate FDA or state regulations that are deemed to promote public health and safety. If the Court refuses to recognize “food choice” as fundamental, there must be at least some protection afforded this right in the form of heightened scrutiny. Heightened protection would promote health and

safety by ensuring FDA regulations are calculated to protect citizens. Though the right should be deemed fundamental, citizens will most likely have to settle for a balance between their rights and government power, as with every other right recognized by the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court must not allow government food regulation to continue unchecked. Unfettered government discretion to dictate that which citizens consume consequently permits government to control that which makes up individuals’ bodies. After all, “you are what you eat.”
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